EASY TO FOLLOW RIG MAKING INSTRUCTIONS...

- POP-UP RIGS
- ZIG & FLOATER RIGS
- BOTTOM BAIT RIGS
- LEAD SET-UPS

...THAT WILL HELP YOU CATCH MORE CARP!

PLUS THE COMPLETE EDGES RANGE!
WELCOME...

to Volume 4 of our free Edges Rig Guide. The aim of this year’s offering is to give you a host of step-by-step sequences to follow to enable you to be able to master tying some of the most popular and most effective carp fishing rigs around. In addition we also wanted to help you with the lead presentations too so we’ve included ‘how to’ sequences for setting up four of the most commonly used lead arrangements as well!

We have separated the guide into 5 sections each of which is colour-coded to make it nice and simple for you to navigate. So over the coming pages you will find Pop-Up Rigs, Zig & Floater Rigs, Bottom Bait Rigs, Lead Setups and then the final section at the back, which is a guide to the whole Edges range of accessories.

We really hope you find the tips and tactics useful and would love to hear from you via our social media platforms.

JOIN THE SYNDICATE & DOWNLOAD THE SWIM MAPP`ER APP TODAY!

Would you like exclusive content such as access to a members-only area of our website, newsletters and to see The Challenge before everyone else?

Would you also like to enter exclusive competitions to win our very latest new tackle launches?

If the answer is yes to the above then make sure you sign up for The Syndicate today!

Visit www.foxint.com for more details.
Swim Mapper is designed to help you fish more accurately and effectively than ever before! It was the world’s first App that was specifically designed to aid anglers when mapping out and logging the details of each swim they fish on any given lake, river or canal. Using a series of photos and icons, Swim Mapper allows you to record specific visual marks and concise distances to ensure you can arrive back into a swim you’ve previously ‘mapped’ and be angling with pinpoint accuracy within minutes.

To find out more about Swim Mapper visit www.swimmapper.com
WITHOUT A DOUBT ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR AND EFFECTIVE POP-UP PRESENTATIONS AVAILABLE TO THE MODERN CARP ANGLER - HERE IS OUR STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE ON HOW TO TIE THE PERFECT ONE!...

ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED:

HOOK:  As you will be using very stiff chod filament to tie the rig you need a hook with an out-turned eye.

HOOKLINK:  You need a super-stiff mono to create an effective Chod Rig and you will not find any stiffer than Rigidity in 30lb.

OTHER COMPONENTS:  Micro Hook Ring Swivel, size 11 Flexi Ring Swivel and some Power Grip Tungsten Putty to counter balance the hookbait.
Cut 4ins of Rigidity, attach a Stiff Rig hook to one end with a knotless knot and leave a short Hair.

Thread the ring of a Micro Hook Ring Swivel onto the Hair as illustrated above.

Push the end of the Hair through the back of the eye of the hook forming a 'D' shape.

Trim excess tag end leaving 2mm and then blob this with a lighter to hold the 'D' in position.

Attach a size 11 Flexi Ring Swivel to the end of the hooklink with a 2-Turn Blood Knot.

Place the hooklink onto a Multi Chod and Zig Bin and hold it over a steaming kettle for a few seconds.

Attach your chosen pop-up hookbait to the Micro Hook Ring Swivel using the 'blob' method.

If needed mould some Power Grip putty over the eye of the swivel to counter balance the pop-up.

You have now created the perfect Chod Rig hook section that can be mounted onto a helicopter rig.

A stunning carp caught with the aid of a Chod Rig.

Your Chod Rig can be fished Helicopter-style on 'naked' main line or on a leader – simply set the top bead 1.5 times higher than the length of the weed you’re fishing in.

TOP TIP!
THE HINGED STIFF RIG IS ONE OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND MOST USED POP-UP PRESENTATIONS AROUND, HERE’S HOW TO MAKE ONE!...

HOOK SECTION:
You will need to create a Chod Rig (as shown on previous pages) for your hook section.

BOOM SECTION:
Pick a material to suit the lakebed – the cleaner the lakebed the stiffer the material as a general rule.
Start by constructing a Chod Rig hook section (see page 5).

Cut a 10ins length of your chosen boom material, here we are using Coretex Matt.

Thread a Tungsten Anti Tangle Sleeve onto the other end of the boom.

Tie one end of the boom to the ring of the swivel on your hook section with a Grinner Knot.

Tie a Figure-of-Eight loop in the end of the boom section for use with quick change swivels.

Slide the Anti Tangle Sleeve back up the hooklink and over the loop like so.

Add a couple of small blobs of Tungsten Rig Putty along the boom to help pin it to the lakebed.

Attach your chosen pop-up hookbait to the Micro Hook Ring Swivel on the hook section.

Your Hinged Stiff Rig is now ready to help you catch the carp of your dreams!

There's no doubting this rig does help you catch big carp!

If you wish to use a very stiff boom like 30lb Illusion Fluorocarbon or Camotex Stiff a Helicopter Rig will aid your presentation.
THE MULTI RIG IS A FIRM FAVOURITE WITH ANGLERS ACROSS EUROPE AS NOT ONLY DOES IT CATCH ITS FAIR SHARE OF CARP BUT IT IS ALSO VERY QUICK AND EASY TO WORK WITH TOO...

ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED:

HOOK: As you will be using very stiff doubled over hooklink you’ll need a hook with an out-turned eye.

HOOKLINK: You want a fairly stiff hooklink for this rig something like Coretex Matt in 35lb will be perfect.

OTHER COMPONENTS: Micro Hook Ring Swivel, Tungsten Anti Tangle Sleeve and some Power Grip Tungsten Putty.
TIE A MULTI RIG...

1. Start by cutting a 12ins length of Coretex Matt and tying a 2ins loop in one end.

2. Pass the loop through the front of the eye of a Stiff Rig hook as shown above.

3. Now thread the ring of a Micro Hook Ring Swivel onto the loop exiting the eye like so.

4. Pass the hook through the loop and then position the loop into a 'D' as illustrated.

5. Slide a Tungsten Anti Tangle Sleeve onto the hooklink thin end on first.

6. Tie a Figure-of-Eight loop into end of the rig, then slide the Anti Tangle sleeve back over it.

7. Attach your chosen pop-up hookbait to the Micro Hook Ring Swivel using the 'blob' method.

8. Mould two blobs of Tungsten Putty along the hooklink to help pin it to the lakebed.

9. Break the hooklink coating below the loop and then mould some tungsten on the knot to counter balance the hookbait.

A Multi-Rig caught stunner!

TOP TIP!

If you land a fish and the hook point is burred over you can simply change the hook loop-to-loop style without tying a whole new rig!
AS BIZARRE AS THIS RIG MAY LOOK, IT IS ACTUALLY ONE OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE POP-UP RIGS ANGLERS HAVE IN THEIR ARMOURY...

ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED:

HOOK: Try using a hook with a nice wide gape for this rig, beaked or straight point is your personal choice.

HOOKLINK: Most anglers prefer a semi-stiff material for this so Coretex Matt or Camotex Semi-Stiff are ideal.

Cut 12ins of Coretex Matt and remove 4ins of outer coating from one end.

Tie a small over loop into the end of the exposed braid like so.

Thread on your chosen pop-up hookbait and secure in place with a Boilie Stop.

Cut a 3mm length of Hook Silicone and thread it onto the Coretex Matt.

Take your chosen hook, thread the point through the silicone and position the Hair like so.

Now attach your hook to the hooklink using a simple Knotless Knot.

Slide an Edges Withy Pool Adaptor down the hooklink and into position over the eye of the hook.

Thread an Anti Tangle Sleeve onto the hooklink, and add a couple of blobs of tungsten putty along the rig.

Tie a loop in the end of the rig, and then mould some putty around the adaptor to counter balance the hookbait.

The Withy Pool is a classic rig that still produces results.

To help prevent tangles and aid presentation try adding a dissolving foam nugget to the hook before casting out.

TOP TIP!
THE 360 RIG IS PERHAPS THE MOST EFFECTIVE ANTI-EJECT RIG EVER DESIGNED. IF YOU WANT TO GIVE IT A TRY THEN HERE’S WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW...

**HOOK:**
You need a hook with a relatively a medium-length shank and a nice wide gape.

**HOOKLINK:**
This is totally your choice but many of our consultants like to use the Camotex Semi-Stiff.

**ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED:**
- Size 11 Flexi Ring Swivel
- Hook Beads
- Micro Hook Ring Swivel
- Anti Tangle Sleeve
- Power Grip Tungsten Putty

**OTHER COMPONENTS:**
- Size 11 Flexi Ring Swivel, Hook Beads, Micro Hook Ring Swivel, Anti Tangle Sleeve and some Power Grip Tungsten Putty.
Cut 12ins of Camotex Semi-Stiff and attach one end to the ring of a size 11 Flexi Ring Swivel with a Grinner Knot.

Take your size 5 Medium Curve hook and place it through the small ring on the swivel, like so.

Thread an Edges Hook Bead onto the shank of the hook and into this position.

Slide the ring of a Micro Hook Ring Swivel onto the shank of your hook.

Now thread on a second Hook Bead and position it as illustrated here.

Slide an Edges Tungsten Anti Tangle Sleeve onto the hooklink thin end first.

Tie a Figure-of-Eight loop into the end of the hooklink for use with quick change swivels.

Add a couple of small blobs of Power Grip Tungsten Putty along the hooklink, like so.

Finally attach your chosen pop-up hookbait onto the Micro Hook Ring Swivel to complete.

The 360 Rig is perhaps the most effective anti-eject rig ever designed!

Place a small piece of silicone tube over the eye of the hook to prevent it from getting trapped in your landing net mesh after a carp has been landed.
Perhaps still one of the most underused rigs around the Zig rig is without a doubt one of the very best you can use in certain situations...

Hook:
Try using a finer gage wire than normal and a straight point for faster purchase on the bottom lip.

Hooklink:
A purpose-designed pre-stretched mono is by far the best option for Zigs.

Other components:
Zig Aligna Sleeve, HD Zig Foam and XL Anti Tangle Sleeve.
ZIG & FLOATER RIGS

HOW TO TIE A ZIG RIG...

1. Thread your chosen colour of Zig Aligna onto some Zig & Floater Hooklink.

2. Next take a Zig & Floater Hook and attach it to the hooklink with a Palomar Knot.

3. Now slide the Zig Aligna back up the hooklink and into position over the eye of the hook.

4. Insert your chosen colour of HD Zig Foam into the back of a Zig Aligna Loading Tool.

5. Push the tool through the loop on the back of the Zig Aligna, as shown.

6. As the tool passes through the other side of the loop the foam will become trapped inside the loop.

7. Simply cut the foam down to create the size of hookbait that you want to fish with.

8. You now need to set the hooklink to the length you require and then cut it from the spool.

9. Finally thread on the XL Anti Tangle Sleeve, tie a Figure-of-Eight loop in the end and the Zig Rig is ready!

There’s no denying just how effective Zig Rigs can be!

TOP TIP!

Try mixing and matching your hookbait colour options throughout a session to find the one that works best on any given day.
DURING PERIODS OF WARM WEATHER FISHING FOR THE CARP ON THE SURFACE CAN BE JUST ABOUT YOUR ONLY OPTION SO LET’S TAKE A LOOK AT THE RIG WE RECOMMEND...

ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED:

HOOK:
You want a fine wire gage and a straight point ideally.

HOOKLINK:
A purpose-designed pre-stretched, low diameter mono is by far the best option for surface fishing.

OTHER COMPONENTS:
Boilie Stops, Hook Silicone, Bolt Bubble Controller Float and swivel.
ZIG & FLOATER RIGS

HOW TO TIE A FLOATER RIG...

1. Cut a 4ft length of Zig & Floater Hooklink and tie a small over-hand loop in one end.

2. Thread a corkball onto the loop and secure it in place with an Edges Boilie Stop.

3. Cut a 3mm length of Hook Silicone and thread it onto the hooklink.

4. Thread a size 10 Zig & Floater Hook through the silicone and set the Hair to the length shown.

5. Simply secure the hook in place with a Knotless Knot, as illustrated in the picture above.

6. Trim the cork ball down with some scissors to mimic a free offering.

7. Tie a swivel to the other end of the hooklink using a Palomar Knot.

8. Take a Bolt Bubble float and thread it onto your main line, thin end first.

9. Attach the main line to the hooklink swivel and place the float over the swivel to complete the rig.

TOP TIP!

When the carp are feeding on the surface you can catch them on a floater rig!

Pick the size of Bolt Bubble to best meet the distance you need to fish and remember to add water for extra casting weight.
The BLOWBACK rig is probably one of the most commonly used presentations across Europe and that's because it is just so effective!...

Hook:
Try using a wide gape pattern with a beaked point as this reduces the chances of the hook point getting damaged on the lakebed.

Hooklink:
This is down to personal choice, as a general rule the softer the lakebed you are fishing on the more supple the hooklink needs to be.

Other components:
- Large Kuro Rig Ring
- Tungsten Anti Tangle Sleeve
- Line Aligna Adaptor
- Boilie Props and Power Grip Tungsten Putty
TIE THE BLOWBACK RIG...

1. Cut 12ins of hooklink (we have chosen Camotex Soft) and strip away 4ins of the outer coating.

2. Tie a small overhand loop into the end of the exposed braid section as shown.

3. Thread your chosen bottom bait onto the loop and secure in place with a Boilie Prop.

4. Tie a rig ring onto the braided section about 5mm above the bait with a single overhand knot.

5. Slide your chosen hook through the rig ring as illustrated above.

6. Position the rig ring opposite the hook point and then secure the hook with a Knotless Knot.

7. Now slide a Line Aligna Adaptor down the rig and into position over the eye of the hook.

8. Mould a couple of blobs of tungsten putty along the rig and thread on an Anti Tangle Sleeve.

9. Tie a Figure-of-Eight loop in the end of the hooklink and you have now created a Blowback Rig!

TOP TIP!

Try adding a small PVA mesh bag of whole and crumbed boilies to eliminate tangles and increase attraction around the hookbait.

The reason Blowback Rigs are so popular is because they work!
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A BOTTOM BAIT PRESENTATION THAT HAS GREAT ANTI-TANGLE AND ANTI-EJECT PROPERTIES THEN THIS RIG IS THE ONE FOR YOU!...

HOOK: As you will be using a stiff fluorocarbon hooklink you will need a hook with an out-turned eye.

HOOKLINK: You need a nice stiff fluorocarbon hooklink and we recommend 16lb minimum for this.

OTHER COMPONENTS: Micro Hook Ring Swivel, Power Grip Tungsten Putty and Tungsten Anti Tangle Sleeve.

ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED:
Cut yourself a 12ins length of the Illusion Trans Khaki Fluorocarbon hooklink material.

Attach your Stiff Rig hook with a Knotless Knot leaving a 1.5ins Hair tag.

Next, slide the ring of a Micro Hook Ring Swivel onto the Hair tag, as shown.

Push the Hair tag back through the back of the eye of the hook to create a ‘D’ of this size.

Set the ‘D’ to your required size and then carefully trim the excess Hair tag leaving 2-3mm.

Take a lighter and carefully blob the Hair tag to hold the ‘D’ in place.

Thread on an Anti Tangle Sleeve and then tie a Figure-of-Eight loop in the end of the hooklink.

Mould a couple of blobs of tungsten rig putty along the hooklink to help pin it to the lakebed.

Attach your chosen bottom bait blobs of tungsten rig putty along the hooklink to help pin it to the lakebed.

This big mirror was nailed on a Stiff ‘D’ Rig.

The Stiff ‘D’ Rig is also great for presenting alternative hookbaits such as plastic corn or tiger nuts.
If you are looking for a rig that is ideal for presenting a balanced bottom bait then look no further than the KD!...

**Hook:**
A hook with an aggressive curved shank is ideal for the KD Rig.

**Hooklink:**
This is down to personal choice, the softer the lakebed you are fishing on the more supple the hooklink needs to be.

**Other Components:**
Tungsten Anti Tangle Sleeve, Boilie Stops and BB Split Shot.
How To Tie A KD Rig...

1. Cut 10ins of your chosen hooklink material (we have chosen Reflex Camo braid).
2. Tie a small overhand loop into one end of the braid, which will form your Hair.
3. Thread your chosen hookbait (we have opted for a pop-up) onto the loop of braid.
4. Secure your hookbait in place on the loop with an Edges Boilie Stop, as illustrated.
5. Secure a small split shot on the braid above the hookbait (pick a size that will sink the pop-up).
6. Next, thread the braid through the back of the eye of the hook and set the Hair to the length shown.
7. Make two turns around the hook shank and Hair with the main braided section, as illustrated.
8. Now lift up the Hair and make a further six turns down the hook shank only.
9. Bring the braid back through the eye, attach an Anti Tangle Sleeve and tie a loop in the end.

Top Tip!
Thread a small PVA stick down the hooklink and over the hook this will prevent the Hair tangling on the cast and increase attraction around the hookbait.

KD Rig result!
THE ‘GERMAN RIG’ AS IT HAS BECOME KNOWN IS GROWING IN POPULARITY EVERY YEAR AND WORKS ESPECIALLY WELL WITH A WAFTER HOOKBAIT...

ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED:

HOOK: This rig works really well with a curved hook with a medium length shank.

HOOKLINK: We have found this rig works really well with a stiff, coated braid hooklink.

OTHER COMPONENTS: Micro Hook Ring Swivel, Hook Bead, Tungsten Anti Tangle Sleeve and Power Grip Tungsten Putty.
TIE A GERMAN RIG...

1. Start by cutting a 10ins length of Camotex Stiff hooklink material with a pair of scissors.

2. Next attach a Medium Curve hook to one end with a knotless knot, leaving a short Hair tag.

3. Take a sharp pair of scissors and carefully trim away the excess Hair tag.

4. The next step is to thread the ring of a Micro Hook Ring Swivel onto the shank of the hook.

5. Now carefully thread a Hook Bead onto the hook and position on the bottom of the bend.

6. Thread a Tungsten Anti Tangle Sleeve onto the hooklink thin end first.

7. Remove 2ins of outer coating and tie a small Figure-of-Eight loop in the end of the hooklink.

8. Slide the Anti Tangle Sleeve up over the loop and add two blobs of tungsten putty along the rig.

9. Attach your chosen wafter hookbait to the Micro Hook Ring Swivel and the rig is ready for action!

TOP TIP!

Try fishing the German Rig over a bed of matching boillie free offerings to maximise its effect.

Success on the German Rig!
Start by splicing the large ring of a Kwik Change Inline Swivel to one end of a Submerge leader.

Thread one of the stems from the kit onto the leader, followed by one of the tail rubbers.

Place a Drop Off Lead Plug over the swivel on the leader and secure in place with the pin.

Take your inline lead and remove the hard plastic insert from its core, it’s not needed.

Wet the plug and then push it into the front of the lead, as shown in the picture above.

Finally push the stem into the back of the lead and place the tail rubber over the stem to complete.
THE LEAD CLIP

Perhaps the most commonly used lead setup of all, lead clips are ideal when fishing in weedy or snaggy conditions...

Essential Components Required:

Lead Clip:
Available in two sizes the Lead Clip has a T peg that secures it to a swivel to ensure the setup is safe.

Tail Rubber:
Available in matching sizes, the Tail Rubber helps to keep the lead on during the cast.

Swivel:
There are various designs available but we prefer the Kwik Change versions.

Top Tip!
Always feather the cast and hit the clip on your reel to ensure your lead never ejects from the Lead Clip on impact with the water.

How To Set Up a Lead Clip...

1. Take your chosen leader (here we are using Submerge) and attach a Kwik Change Swivel to one end.
2. Next thread a clip onto the leader so the thick end goes on first as illustrated in the above picture.
3. Position the Lead Clip over the swivel until you hear the swivel ‘click’ inside.
4. Use of the T pegs supplied with your lead clip and place it in the clip through the eye of the swivel.
5. Take a lead of your choice (depends on fishing situation) and attach it to the arm on the lead clip.
6. Thread a tail rubber onto the leader, thick end first and slide it down and over the clip to complete like so.
WITH CARP BEING UNDER INCREASING PRESSURE FROM ANGLERS THESE DAYS THE LACK OF RESISTANCE FROM A RUNNING LEAD PRESENTATION CAN GIVE YOU A MASSIVE EDGE...

CREATE A RUNNING RIG...

**HOW TO**

1. Start by taking a ready-tied leader and thread a buffer bead from the kit onto it.
2. Position the buffer bead over the swivel and then slide one of the rings onto the leader.
3. Take the swivel of your chosen lead (min. 3oz recommended) and push it up inside the ring as shown.
4. Now take one of the T-pegs supplied in the kit and secure the lead in place on the ring like so.
5. The next step is to tie your leader onto your main line, a 5-turn Grinner Knot works well for this.
6. Finally attach your chosen hooklink and your Running Rig set-up is complete and ready for action.

**ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED:**

**RUN RIG KIT:**
This purpose-designed kit features all the components needed to construct a safe free Running Rig.

**LEAD:**
The shape of lead is up to you, however, the size we recommend is a minimum of 3oz to ensure it stays in place.

TOP TIP!
When fishing weedy/snaggy venues use an Edges PVA Strip to allow your lead to eject on the take.
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A LEAD SETUP WITH GREAT ANTI-TANGLE PROPERTIES AND THAT IS SUITED TO PRESENTING RIGS ON SOFT, CHODDY LAKEBEDS THEN LOOK NO FURTHER THAN THE HELICOPTER RIG...

CREATE A HELICOPTER RIG...

HOW TO

1. Take your chosen leader (here we are using Submerge lead-free) and splice a Speed Link to one end.

2. Next, use a gated needle to thread one of the Heli Buffer Sleeves down the leader, like so.

3. Now thread one of the Edges Kwik Change ‘O’ Rings onto your leader and slide down to the buffer.

4. Cut a 1cm length of Leader Silicone and thread this onto the leader using a splicing needle.

5. Position the silicone 2-3ins above the Buffer Sleeve and then thread a 6mm Tapered Bore Bead onto it.

6. Attach your lead to the Speed Link, place the Buffer Sleeve over the lead and attach your chosen hooklink.

TOP TIP!

If you are not confident at tying your own Helicopter Rigs or you wish to save time you can always purchase pre-tied ones!

ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED:

HELI BUFFER SLEEVE:
This is a sleeve that goes over your lead to stop the hooklink from coming off your line.

OTHER COMPONENTS:
Leader Silicone, 6mm Tapered Bore Bead, Kwik Change ‘O’ Ring and Speed Link.

LEAD SET-UPS FOX
**EDGES® STIFF RIG BEAKED**

- Improved version of the original Arma Point SR design
- Perfect for pop-up presentations such as Chod, Hinged Stiff and Multi rigs
- Also suited to bottom bait stiff rig presentations
- Utilizes Arma Point technology
- Needle-sharp beaked point
- 25 degree outturned eye for use with super-stiff mono such as Edges Rigidity
- Large eye allows 30lb Rigidity to pass through three times if attaching with knotless knot
- Non-reflective dark coating
- Super-strong yet lightweight XC80 Vanadium forged steel construction
- Barbed sizes available: 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8
- Barbless size available: 6 & 8

**EDGES® STIFF RIG STRAIGHT**

- Designed to meet the demands of anglers that prefer straight pointed hooks
- Perfect for pop-up presentations such as Chod, Hinged Stiff and Multi rigs
- Also suited to bottom bait stiff rig presentations
- Utilizes Arma Point technology
- Needle-sharp straight point
- 25 degree outturned eye for use with super-stiff mono such as Edges Rigidity
- Large eye allows 30lb Rigidity to pass through three times if attaching with knotless knot
- Non-reflective dark coating
- Super-strong yet lightweight XC80 Vanadium forged steel construction
- Barbed sizes available: 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8
- Barbless size available: 6 & 8
- 10 per packet
EDGES® CURVE MEDIUM

- Perfect for both bottom bait and pop-up presentations
- Ideally suited for the popular 360 Rig presentation
- Utilizes Arma Point technology
- Needle-sharp straight point
- Inturned eye
- Aggressive medium-length curved shank helps the hook to turn and grab hold in the fish’s mouth
- Non-reflective dark coating
- Super-strong yet lightweight XC80 Vanadium forged steel construction
- Barbed sizes available: 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8
- Barbless size available: 6 & 8
- 10 per packet

EDGES® CURVE SHANK

- Improved version of the original Arma Point SSC design
- Especially suited to bottom bait and wafer presentations
- Utilizes Arma Point technology
- Needle-sharp straight point
- Inturned eye
- Aggressive curved shank helps the hook to turn and grab hold in the fish’s mouth
- Non-reflective dark coating
- Super-strong yet lightweight XC80 Vanadium forged steel construction
- Barbed sizes available: 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8
- Barbless size available: 6 & 8
- 10 per packet

EDGES® CURVE SHORT

- Improved version of the original Arma Point XSC design
- Perfect for both bottom bait and pop-up presentations
- Utilizes Arma Point technology
- Needle-sharp straight point
- Straight eye
- Short, sweeping shank
- Non-reflective dark coating
- Super-strong yet lightweight XC80 Vanadium forged steel construction
- 10 per packet
- Only available in Barbed
- Sizes available: 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8
EDGES® ZIG & FLOATER

- Designed specifically for use on Zig and surface rigs
- Also suited to bottom bait stiff rig presentations when scaling down is required
- Utilizes Arma Point technology
- Needle-sharp straight point
- Slightly outturned eye for use with monofilament hooklinks
- Non-reflective dark coating
- Super-strong yet lightweight XC80 Vanadium forged steel construction
- Finer wire gage compared to other Edges hooks due to the delicate presentations they are designed for
- Barbed sizes available: 6, 8 & 10
- Barbless size available: 6, 8 & 10
- 10 per packet

EDGES® WIDE GAPE BEAKED

- Improved version of the original Arma Point SSBP design
- Perfect for both bottom bait and pop-up presentations
- Utilizes Arma Point technology
- Needle-sharp beaked point
- Beaked point makes hook perfect for bottom bait fishing on hard gravel lakebeds
- 10 degree inturned eye
- Non-reflective dark coating
- Super-strong yet lightweight XC80 Vanadium forged steel construction
- Barbed sizes available: 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8
- Barbless size available: 6 & 8
- 10 per packet

EDGES® WIDE GAPE STRAIGHT

- Perfect for both bottom bait and pop-up presentations
- Utilizes Arma Point technology
- Long, needle-sharp straight point
- Aggressive 25 degree inturned eye
- Non-reflective dark coating
- Super-strong yet lightweight XC80 Vanadium forged steel construction
- Barbed sizes available: 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8
- Barbless size available: 6 & 8
- 10 per packet
**EDGES® HOOKS & RIGS**

**NEW**

**EDGES® WIDE GAPE PVA BAG RIGS**
- Constructed from Edges Reflex Camo Braid in Light Camo with a loop in end for use with quick change swivels
- Featuring Edges Wide Gape Beaked hooks
- Breaking strain matches hook size: 15lb (6.8kg) with size 8 hook, 20lb (9.07kg) in size 6 and 25lb (11.3kg) for size 4
- Also feature Trans Khaki Micro Line Aligna Adaptor and Trans Khaki Hook Silicone on Hair
- Supplied with 2 x size 7 Flexi Ring Swivels, 2 x size 7 Kwik Change Swivels, 2 x Trans Khaki Micro Anti-Tangle Sleeves and FREE Hair Extending Boilie Props
- 2 rigs per packet
- Micro Barbed and Barbless options available
  (Barbless only available in hook sizes 6 and 8)

**EDGES® WIDE GAPE RIGS**
- Constructed from Edges Coretex Matt coated braid with loop in end for use with quick change swivels
- Featuring Edges Wide Gape Beaked hooks
- Breaking strain matches hook size: 15lb (6.8kg) with size 8 hook, 20lb (9.07kg) in size 6 and 25lb (11.3kg) for size 4 and 2
- Also feature Trans Khaki Anti-Tangle Sleeves, Trans Khaki Line Aligna Adaptor and Trans Khaki Hook Silicone on Hair
- Supplied with 2 x size 7 Swivels, 2 x size 7 Kwik Change Swivels and FREE Hair Extending Boilie Props
- 2 rigs per packet
- Micro Barbed and Barbless options available
  (Barbless only available in hook sizes 6 and 8)

**EDGES® CURVE SHORT RIGS**
- Constructed from Edges Coretex Matt coated braid with loop in end for use with quick change swivels
- Featuring Edges Curve Short hooks
- Breaking strain matches hook size: 15lb (6.8kg) with size 8 hook, 20lb (9.07kg) in size 6 and 25lb (11.3kg) for size 4 and 2
- Also feature Trans Khaki Anti-Tangle Sleeves, Trans Khaki Line Aligna Adaptor and Trans Khaki Hook Silicone on Hair
- Supplied with 2 x size 7 Swivels, 2 x size 7 Kwik Change Swivels and FREE Hair Extending Boilie Props
- 2 rigs per packet
- Micro Barbed-only

**EDGES® CHOD RIGS**
- Constructed from Edges Rigidity Trans Khaki stiff monofilament
- Featuring Edges Stiff Rig Beaked hooks
- Breaking strain matches hook size: 25lb (11.3kg) for sizes 6, 7 and 8 and 30lb (13.6kg) for sizes 4 and 5
- Also feature Edges Micro Hook Ring Swivel on the D for mounting hookbait onto and a size 11 Flexi Ring Swivel
- Supplied on foam discs that can be loaded straight into your Multi Chod & Zig Bin
- 3 rigs per packet
- Micro Barbed and Barbless options available
  (Barbless only available in hook sizes 6 and 8)
- Available in Standard and Short sizes
CAMOTEX™ STIFF
- Ultra-stiff coated braid that is perfect for bottom bait and pop-up rigs
- Coating and inner braid both feature colour break camouflage pattern
- Steams very straight making it great for stiff rigs and boom sections on Hinged Stiff Rig
- Easy to strip outer coating
- Available in two colour options – Light Camo and Dark Camo
- Breaking strains – 15lb (6.8kg), 20lb (9kg), and 25lb (11.3kg)

CAMOTEX™ SOFT
- Ultra-soft, coated braid perfect for bottom bait and pop-up rigs
- Could be mistaken for a normal uncoated braid such is its softness
- Coating and inner braid features colour break camouflage pattern
- Easy to strip outer coating
- Available in two colour options – Light Camo and Dark Camo
- Breaking strains – 15lb (6.8kg), 20lb (9kg), and 25lb (11.3kg)
- 20m on a spool

CAMOTEX™ SEMI-STIFF
- Perfect for bottom bait and pop-up rigs
- Coating and inner braid both feature colour break camouflage pattern
- Steams very straight
- Has great anti-tangle properties
- Easy to strip outer coating
- Available in two colour options – Light Camo and Dark Camo
- Breaking strains – 15lb (6.8kg), 20lb (9kg), and 25lb (11.3kg)
- 20m on a spool

CORETEX™ MATT
- Based on original Coretex but with an improved matt coating to reduce glare in water
- Perfect for a wide variety of rig presentations
- Semi-stiff coating aids anti-tangle properties and allows for combi rig presentations to be created
- Easy to strip outer coating
- Available in Weedy Green and Gravelly Brown
- Breaking strains – 15lb (6.8kg), 20lb (9kg), 25lb (11.3kg) and 35lb (15.8kg)
- 20m on a spool

RIGIDITY® TRANS KHAKI
- Features Trans Khaki camouflage for low visibility
- Stiffest Chod filament we have ever seen
- Perfect for Chod and Hinged Stiff Rigs
- Stiff nature makes it very hard for a carp to eject once it has been sucked in
- Available in two breaking strains 25lb (11.3kg) and 30lb (13.6kg)

REFLEX™ CAMO
- Features colour break camouflage pattern
- Very supple braided hooklink material that is ideal for use in Rapide PVA bags
- Sinks without need for putty
- Available in two colour options – Light Camo and Dark Camo
- Breaking strains available are 15lb (6.8kg), 25lb (11.3kg) and 35lb (15.8kg)
ILLUSION® TRANS KHAKI SOFT HOOKLINK
- Improved Illusion hooklink that features our revolutionary Trans Khaki camouflage
- Perfect for gin clear venues
- The most invisible hooklink Rob Hughes has ever dived over
- Fast sinking and supple
- High abrasion resistance and low stretch
- Great knot strength
- Perfect for a whole host of rig presentations
- Available in 12lb (5.45kg) and 15lb (6.8kg)

ZIG & FLOATER HOOKLINK
- Designed specifically for floater fishing and Zig Rig fishing
- Made from a copolymer mono, which gives it an incredibly low diameter so it is very unobtrusive in the water
- Incredibly strong with great abrasion resistance
- Quite possibly the number one choice for most of Europe’s best surface and Zig Rig anglers
- Available in 9lb, 12lb and 15lb

ILLUSION® TRANS KHAKI FLUOROCARBON LEADER
- Features our revolutionary Trans Khaki camouflage
- Perfect leader material for gin clear venues
- Doubles up as effective hooklink material
- Sinks like a brick and is incredibly supple meaning it hugs the contours of the lakebed giving the ultimate in concealed presentation
- High abrasion resistance and low stretch
- Available in 20lb (9kg) and 30lb (13.6kg)

SUBMERGE™ LEAD FREE LEADER
- Great alternative to leadcore and perfect for venues that ban leadcore
- Incredibly supple, yet sinks like a brick and hugs the contours of the lakebed
- Great abrasion resistance
- Very easy to splice and splices are incredibly strong
- Available in Gravelly Brown and Weedy Green
- New 60lb version now available for extreme snag-fishing conditions
- Available in 30lb (13.6kg), 45lb (20.4kg) and 60lb (27.2kg) breaking strains

CAMO LEADCORE
- Great for concealment and abrasion resistance
- Easy to splice, very supple, very dense and very strong
- Features colour break camouflage pattern
- Available in two options in Light Camo and Dark Camo
- Available only in 45lb (20.4kg) breaking strain
- Supplied on both 7m and 25m spools

ARMADILLO™
- Features colour break camouflage pattern
- Designed to be used as a braided snag/shock leader
- Great for distance casting or when fishing snaggy venues
- Available in Light Camo or Dark Camo
- New 65lb version available for extreme snag fishing conditions
- Available in either 30lb (13.6kg), 45lb (20.4kg) or 65lb (29.5kg) breaking strains
**LEAD CLIP 30LB SUBMERGE LEADERS + K/C KIT**
- Three 75cm lengths of Edges 30lb Submerge lead-free leader
- All three leaders have Trans Khaki Lead Clip and Tail Rubber in place
- Supplied with standard and Kwik Change swivel options
- Spliced loops at both ends so swivels can be changed via simple loop-to-loop connection
- Allows you to loop-to-loop straight to the swivel on one of our ready-tied rigs
- Available in Weedy Green and Gravelly Brown

**30LB SUBMERGE HELI RIGS LEADERS + K/C KIT**
- All three leaders have Edges Trans Khaki helicopter rig components setup in place
- Features 3 x Heli Buffer Sleeves, 3 x 6mm Tapered Bore Bead, 3 x length 0.5mm Leader Silicone
- Supplied with 3 x Flexi Ring Swivel plus 3 x Kwik Change Flexi Ring Swivels
- Spliced loops at both ends so swivels can be changed via simple loop-to-loop connection
- Allows you to loop-to-loop straight to the swivel on one of our ready-tied rigs
- Available in Weedy Green and Gravelly Brown

**LEADCORE LEADERS + K/C KIT**
- Three 75cm lengths of Edges Camo Leadcore
- Supplied with three swivel options – standard, Flexi Ring and Kwik Change
- Spliced loops at both ends so swivels can be changed via simple loop-to-loop connection
- Allows you to loop-to-loop straight to the swivel on one of our ready-tied rigs
- Available in Light or Dark Camo

**LEADCORE HELI RIGS + K/C KIT**
- Features 3 x Heli Buffer Sleeves, 3 x 6mm Tapered Bore Bead, 3 x length 0.5mm Leader Silicone
- Supplied with 3 x Flexi Ring Swivel plus 3 x Kwik Change Flexi Ring Swivels
- Spliced loops at both ends so swivels can be changed via simple loop-to-loop connection
- Allows you to loop-to-loop straight to the swivel on one of our ready-tied rigs
- Available in Light or Dark Camo

**SUBMERGE LEADERS + K/C KIT**
- Three 75cm lengths of Edges 30lb Submerge lead-free leader
- Supplied with three swivel options – standard, Flexi Ring and Kwik Change
- Spliced loops at both ends so swivels can be changed via simple loop-to-loop connection
- Allows you to loop-to-loop straight to the swivel on one of our ready-tied rigs
- Available in Weedy Green or Gravelly Brown

**LEAD CLIP LEADCORE LEADERS + K/C KIT**
- Three 75cm lengths of Edges Camo Leadcore
- All three leaders have Trans Khaki Lead Clip and Tail Rubber in place
- Supplied with standard and Kwik Change swivel options
- Spliced loops at both ends so swivels can be changed via simple loop-to-loop connection
- Allows you to loop-to-loop straight to the swivel on one of our ready-tied rigs
- Available in Light or Dark Camo

**LEAD CLIP TUBING RIGS + K/C KIT**
- Three 75cm lengths of Edges Camo Leadcore
- Supplied with three swivel options – standard, Flexi Ring and Kwik Change
- Spliced loops at both ends so swivels can be changed via simple loop-to-loop connection
- Allows you to loop-to-loop straight to the swivel on one of our ready-tied rigs
- Available in Light or Dark Camo
**MICRO RIG SWIVELS**
- Perfect for mounting hookbaits onto when using D-Rig presentations
- Ideal for Chod and Hinged Stiff Rigs
- 20 per packet

**KWIK CHANGE SWIVELS**
- Available in size 7 and 10
- Allows rigs to be changed without cutting and re-tying knots
- Anti-glare finish
- Perfect for use with Edges Safety and Slik lead clips
- 10 per packet

**KWIK CHANGE DROP OFF INLINE SWIVEL**
- Unique design for anglers who want to fish inline drop off but still have quick range facility with their rigs
- Size 7 swivel with anti glare finish
- 8 per packet

**SWIVELS**
- Perfect for a host of rig applications
- Anti-glare finish
- Available in two size – 7 and 10
- 20 swivels per packet
- Perfect for use with Edges Safety (size 7) and Slik (size 10) lead clips

**DOUBLE RING SWIVEL**
- Perfect for anglers that fish inline drop off setup but want to tie rig straight to swivel
- Size 7 swivel with anti glare finish
- 8 per packet

**KWIK CHANGE ‘O’ RING**
- Another design that is unique to the Edges range
- Designed for anglers that fish helicopter rigs but want to change hooklinks without cutting and tying knots
- Anti glare finish
- 10 per packet

**KURO MICRO HOOK RING SWIVELS**
- Perfect for mounting hookbaits onto when using D-Rig presentations
- Gives hookbaits greater flexibility and 360° movement
- Matt black Kuro coating
- Ideal for a host of rigs including 360, Chod, Hinged Stiff and Multi Rig
- 10 per packet

**PVA STRIPS**
- Designed for use with Chod/Heli Buffer Sleeve, Heli Buffer Sleeve and Angled Drop Off Run Rig Kit when wanting the lead to eject
- Small PVA strip threading into hole on sleeve and is cut down to size
- Melt time depends on water temperature
- 10 lengths supplied per packet
SAFETY LEAD CLIP TAIL RUBBER
- Trans Khaki colour
- Designed for use with size 7 Safety Lead Clip
- Small cut away section allows easier ejection of lead
- 10 per packet

SLIK® LEAD CLIP TAIL RUBBER
- Trans Khaki colour
- Designed for use with size 10 Slik Lead Clip
- Small cut away section allows easier ejection of lead
- 10 per packet

SLIK® SAFETY LEAD CLIP
- Trans Khaki colour
- Smaller lead clip designed to work with size 10 swivels making them perfect for delicate presentations
- ‘Self-aligning’ swivel design, which means the eye of the swivel always sits in line with the hole in the lead clip
- Fixes to swivel with T-peg (supplied)
- No serrations on the lug ensures that the tail rubber slips off easily
- Perfect for weedy and snaggy venues where ejecting the lead on a take is vital

POWER GRIP LEAD CLIP KIT
- Handy kit that includes everything needed for creating a lead clip setup
- Includes following Edges Trans Khaki products: Power Grip Tail Rubbers, size 7 Lead Clips with T-peg, standard Anti Tangle Sleeves
- Also supplied with both standard size 7 swivels and size 7 Kwik Change Swivels.
- Five of every component supplied in kit

POWER GRIP NAKED LINE TAIL RUBBER
- Tougher grip on lead clip for use with heavier leads
- Fine taper at rear of tail rubber for use with fluorocarbon leaders or fishing main line straight through
- Helps to prevent hooklinks from tangling around the tail rubber
- Ideal for long rigs such as Zig Rigs
- Trans Khaki camouflage
- Designed for use with size 7 lead clips

NAKED LINE TAIL RUBBERS
- Fine taper at rear of tail rubber for use with fluorocarbon leaders or fishing ‘naked’ main line straight through
- Helps to prevent hooklinks from tangling around the tail rubber
- Ideal for long rigs such as Zig Rigs
- Front of tail rubber features cut away section to aid lead ejection
- Trans Khaki camouflage
- 10 per packet

POWER GRIP TAIL RUBBERS
- Designed for anglers that like to use heavy leads ensuring lead doesn’t eject on impact with water after a cast but still ejects when comes into contact with snag/weed
- Designed to work with a size 7 Edges Lead Clip
- Trans Khaki camouflage
- 10 per packet
SPEED LINKS
- Designed to allow quick changing of rigs
- Can also be used for quick changing of items such as marker floats and spods
- Available in two sizes – standard and Micro
- 20 Speed Links per packet

HEAVY DUTY ‘O’ RING
- Designed for use when setting up helicopter and Chod rigs to eject the lead on the take
- Anti glare finish
- 15 per packet

TUNGSTEN HOOKLINK SINKERS
- Designed to mimic look for tungsten putty on hooklink
- Ideal for helping to pin your hooklink to lakebed
- Supplied on wire loop, 9 per packet

TAPERED MAINLINE STOP
- Large tapered stop for use on main line, which you can then place a 5mm Tungsten Bead onto when fishing Chod or Helicopter rigs ‘naked’ style
- Taper allows hooklink swivel to dislodge bead easier making it safer than conventional designs
- Supplied on wire loop, 9 per packet

5MM TUNGSTEN BEAD
- 5mm bead made from tungsten
- Designed to fit neatly onto the Tapered Mainline Stop
- 15 beads per packet

TAPERED BORE BEADS
- Available in 6mm and 4mm
- Feature Trans Khaki camouflage
- 4mm designed to grip leadcore when using Helicopter and Chod rigs
- 6mm beads perfect for acting as a buffer to protect knots
- 6mm beads can also be placed on silicone on a leader when using Chod and Helicopter rigs
- 30 beads per packet

KURO RIG RINGS
- Perfect for a host of rig applications including creating Blowback Rigs
- Feature matt black Kuro coating
- Available in three sizes – Small (2.5mm), Medium (3.2mm) and Large (3.7mm)
- 25 rings per packet

BAIT BUNGS
- Designed to prevent a hookbait sliding down the Hair towards the hook
- Especially useful when using snowman presentation to keep two baits next to each other on the Hair
- Simply slide onto the hooklink before tying the loop on the Hair
- Supplied on wire loops
- 10 Bungs per packet
MARKER ELASTIC
- Red elastic supplied on a 20m spool
- Perfect for marking fishing lines to ensure accurate casting and bait placement
- Very easy to work with, grips the line without damaging it
- Easy to remove from line again without damaging it

MAGGOT CLIPS
- Designed for easy presentation of maggots on Hair Rigs
- Unique arrowhead shape to prevent maggots bunching up
- Feature chemically sharpened points with non-rust finish
- Available in four sizes – 6, 8, 10 and 12
- 10 clips per packet

RIG LINKS
- Designed to replace loop knots on end of rig
- Simply tie Rig Link to end of rig with a Grinner Knot
- Allows rigs to be changed in double-quick time
- Enables PVA sticks to be threaded down hooklink
- 15 per packet

SLIDERS
- Tapered flying back leads for rig-shy carp
- Features camouflage pattern
- Simply thread onto main line above leader
- 10 Sliders per packet

DOWN RIGGER BACK LEADS
- Unique backlead system that can be attached to main line with one hand
- Available in two sizes – 21g and 43g
- Three backleads per packet

KWIK CHANGE POP-UP WEIGHTS
- Pop-up counter weight system
- Easy to attach to hooklinks without causing any damage
- Weights simply attach to small silicone length that is supplied on dispensers
- Available as individual weights – BB, AAA, SA and Swan
- Six division dispenser also available featuring No.1, No.4, BB, AAA, SA and Swan
**MULTI PURPOSE BACKLEAD**
- Can be used as a quick-change flying backlead or converted into a traditional ‘clip on’ backlead.
- To change, simply remove the quick-change flying insert from the lead and replace with the ‘clip-on’ backlead insert by pushing it into the core, twist the insert once in place to ensure lead cannot come off.
- If the ‘clip-on’ backlead should become snagged, it is designed to release from the line as the clip will spring open, releasing your line.
- When used in flying backlead mode it has been designed not to fly too far back up the line like other makes currently do, this helps to ensure that the line closest to your rig will be pinned down.
- Perfect for pinning your line to the lakebed when fishing for line-shy carp, also ideal when fishing on venues with boat traffic to keep the line out of harm’s way.
- Available in 3 sizes – 5g, 10g and 15g.

**DROP OFF INLINE LEAD KIT**
- Designed for use with all Fox inline leads.
- Allows inline lead to eject from line when fishing snaggy or weedy venues.
- Comes supplied with a tail rubber if you want to increase the amount of pressure required to eject the lead.
- 5 inserts and 5 tail rubbers per kit.

**DROP OFF LEAD PLUG & PINS**
- Simply place the plug over your swivel and secure in place with T peg.
- No longer need to cut inline lead insert in half when using Edges Drop off Inline Lead Kit.
- Means anglers can convert their drop off inline lead setup back to a standard inline lead setup should they wish to.
- Designed to work with all Fox inline leads.
- Feature Trans Khaki camouflage.

**TUNGSTEN CHOD BEAD KIT**
- Designed to allow anglers to tie a ‘fixed’ Naked Chod Rig on fluoro or mono main line.
- The bead itself grips the line very strongly but can be moved the distance above the lead you require.
- The bottom sleeve, sits over the lead and can be setup in way to eject the lead on a take.
- When you hook a fish the bead slides down the line and slots into the top of the sleeve to protect your line during the fight.
- Micro version available for anglers that like to scale down their end tackle.

**TUNGSTEN LINE GUARD BEADS**
- Designed for use directly onto naked main line.
- Can be fixed up the line for use with Naked Chod Rigs (will slide down and sit on top of Heli Buffer Sleeve once a fish is hooked).
- Can also be positioned directly on top of a Heli Buffer Sleeve when fishing naked helicopter-style rigs.
- Handy tapered side that your hooklink swivel sits on during the fight to keep main line protected.
- Tungsten content helps to sink them to lakebed.
- Supplied on wire loop for easy loading to main line.

**POWERGRIP® PUTTY**
- Extremely dense.
- Very easy to work with.
- Perfect for counterbalancing pop-ups and pinning rigs to lakebed.
- Widely regarded as best on the market.

**ANTI BORE BAIT INSERTS**
- Unique design that is pushed into base of hookbait to prevent Hair erosion.
- Ideal for boilies and soft hookbaits such as meat.
- Comes into its own when repeatedly casting out and reeling in.
- Micro serrations on tube ensure rock solid fit.
- Can be cut down to fit smaller baits.
HELI/CHOD BUFFER SLEEVE
- Designed for Chod rigs and Helicopter rigs when fishing with fluorocarbon or mono main line straight through
- The swivel of your rig will sit on the thin, tapered sleeve, which will absorb the pressure when playing a carp and prevent the swivel damaging the line
- Small hole in the side allows you to set it up in a way that allows the lead to be ejected
- Trans Khaki colour
- 6 per packet

HELI BUFFER SLEEVE
- Designed for use with Helicopter Rigs on leaders such as Submerge and leadcore
- Small hole in the side allows you to set it up in a way for the lead to be ejected
- Features Trans Khaki camouflage
- 8 per packet

TUNGSTEN ANTI TANGLE
- Designed to help prevent tangles occurring on the cast
- Added weight of tungsten helps to keep your hooklink pinned to the lakebed
- Available in standard and Micro sizes
- 8 sleeves per packet

TRANS KHAKI ANTI TANGLE SLEEVES
- Trans Khaki colour
- Designed to help prevent rigs from tangling on cast
- Standard ideal for normal every day rig presentations
- Micro sleeve available for solid PVA bag fishing
- XL sleeve ideal for use with long hooklinks such as Zig Rigs
- 25 per packet (Micro and standard); 15 per packet (XL)

LOADED TUNGSTEN RIG TUBE
- Four times heavier than leadcore
- Very supple so hugs the lakebed very well
- Perfect for venues where leadcore is banned
- Very easy to thread onto your main line
- Supplied in 2m length

ANTI-TANGLE TUBING TRANS KHAKI
- Features revolutionary Trans Khaki camouflage
- Perfect for venues where leadcore is banned
- Added protection from abrasion and tangles
- Incredibly fish-friendly
- Supplied in 2m length

RUN RING KIT
- Simple design to create a basic running rig
- Large ring for friction free movement
- Allows great bite indication
- Features 8 x Rings, 8 x Buffer Beads and 8 x Speed Links
- Features Trans Khaki camouflage

ANGLED DROP OFF RUN RIG KIT
- Unique design that takes running rigs to another level
- Angled, large ring sits in perfect place to allow line to run through unhindered
- Can be set up to eject the lead when fishing weedy or snaggy venues
- Trans Khaki Camouflage
- Comprises 6 x Angled Clips, 6 x Angled Buffer Sleeves and 6 x T-Pegs
RUNNING SAFETY CLIP
- Features Trans Khaki camouflage
- Designed to allow you to create the perfect running rig presentation
- T-bar peg to lock the swivel in place inside main clip
- The clip is sculpted to allow the lead to hang straight for increased casting distance
- Tail rubber is designed to be used with both leadcore style leaders and tubing
- Kit includes a Run Ring and Speed Link so you can attach your lead of choice

MICRO LINE ALIGNAS
- More refined version of the hugely popular Trans Khaki Line Alignas
- Ideal for anglers that wish to fish scaled-down, delicate presentations
- Eliminates need for shrink tube
- Helps to create perfect aggressive hooking angle
- Available in two sizes – 10-7 and 6-2
- 10 per packet

LINE ALIGNAS
- Makes creating a line aligner presentation easier than ever before
- Features Trans Khaki camouflage
- Simply slide an Aligna down your hooklink and over the eye of your hook
- Creates an aggressive hooking angle that carp find very hard to eject
- Two sizes available for different hook sizes – 10-7 and 6-2
- 10 per packet

WITHY CURVES
- Pre-curved adaptor set at perfect angle for Withy Pool Rig
- Threads onto hooklink via splicing needle
- Features Trans Khaki camouflage
- Micro serrations on the end of the sleeve for tungsten putty to mould around to counter balance your pop-up hookbait
- No longer need to shrink tubing down over a kettle to create this all-time classic rig!
- Two sizes available for different hook sizes – 10-7 and 6-2
- 10 per packet

HOOK SILICONE
- Designed for trapping Hair on shank of hook for blow back rigs
- Features Trans Khaki camouflage
- Supplied in 1.5m lengths
- Two sizes available for different hook sizes – 10-7 and 6-2

LEADER SILICONE
- Designed for use on Submerge and leadcore leaders for helicopter rigs
- 0.5mm in diameter
- Features Trans Khaki camouflage
- Supplied in 1.5m length

TADPOLE MULTI BEAD
- Trans Khaki colour
- Perfect for creating semi-fixed running setup with inline leads
- 10 per packet

SILICONE SLEEVES
- 3mm bore in 25mm lengths
- Features Trans Khaki camouflage
- Perfect for numerous rig applications such as placing over Speed Links
- 15 lengths per packet
HAIR BRAID
- Designed to allow anglers to create super-supple Hair rigs
- Discreet brown colour
- Perfect when using small, lightweight hookbaits
- Supplied in 10m lengths

HOOK BEADS
- Trans Khaki Colour, 25 beads per packet
- Ideal for blowback presentation where a knotless knot isn’t used
- Grip the shank of the hook very tightly
- Available in two sizes: 7-10 and 2-6

SHRINK TUBE
- Perfect for extending shank of hook when making anti-eject rigs
- Trans Khaki colour
- Available in three sizes: X Small (1.4-0.6mm), Small (1.8-0.7mm) and Medium (2.4-0.8mm)

BAIT FLOSS
- Designed for attaching hookbaits to rig rings and Mini Hook Ring Swivels
- Neutral colour
- Supplied in dispenser with built-in cutter
- 50m per spool

HAIR WIDGETS
- Design to tightly grip shank of hook
- Enables Hair rig to be created without tying knotless knot
- Simply tie a supple hair to the Hair Widget and position it in chosen place on hook
- Features Trans Khaki camouflage
- 30 per packet

BOILIE STOPS
- Feature tapered ends for easy placing into Hair loop
- Small and discreet on top of boilie
- Clear colour
- Available in two size – Micro and Standard
- 200 boilie stops per packet

BOILIE CAPS
- Mini hook on base that pulls up into hookbait
- Makes it very hard for nuisance species to dislodge bait from Hair
- Small, clear cap almost disappears on top of bait
- 120 Boilie Caps per packet

PELLET PEGS
- Designed for securing pellets in place on Hair Rigs
- Low-vis clear colour
- Available in three sizes – 11mm (180 pegs), 13mm (134 pegs) and 21mm (50 pegs)

HAIR EXTENDING BOILIE PROPS
- Allows you to change the size of your hookbait without tying a new Hair Rig
- 3 sizes per packet – small, medium and large
- Clear colour
**FINE NEEDLE**
- Perfect for delicate hookbaits such as particles
- Also suited to soft, small 6-10mm boilies
- Soft-touch easy grip, green handle

**SPlicing needle**
- Fine gate latch needle for splicing leadcore and lead-free materials
- Can also be used as a baiting needle for small, soft, delicate hookbaits
- Soft-touch easy grip, blue handle

**GATEd NEEDle**
- Gate latch baiting needle for use with variety of hookbaits
- Also helpful for threading small PVA bags onto hooklink
- Soft-touch easy grip, yellow handle

**NEEDle SET**
- Five-piece needle set that features everything you need
- Comprises Stix & Stringer, Fine, Heavy, Gated and Splicing needles

**MUlti TOOl**
- One end is a line stripper for removing outer coating from coated braids
- Tension hook on opposite end to stripper, which is used for tightening knots and straightening stiff materials
- Also features small D-Rig spike for opening out and creating a neat D shape
- At opposite end to small D-Rig spike is a larger loop spike that allows you to create perfect loop on Chod and Hinged Stiff Rigs

**BraDiBlaDES XS**
- Saw-toothed blades designed to cut easily through all manner of materials including braid, nylon, stiff mono, fluorocarbon, leadcore and coated braid
- Razor-sharp
- Handy locking clip to keep them closed when not in use
- Fit neatly into your F Box tackle box

**BraDiBlaDES**
- Super-sharp blades for effortless cutting of braided materials
- Also great for cutting materials like fluorocarbon, nylon and leader materials
- Hi-vis orange handle to prevent you losing them in the grass etc
- Fit neatly into your F Box tackle box

**1MM MiCro DRiLL**
- Designed for drilling ultra fine holes into hookbaits
- Allows you create a bore in a hard bait for your baiting needle
- Perfect for hard baits such as nuts, air-dried boilies and corkball pop-ups
- Ergonomically designed highly visual handle

**BaiT DRiLL & CoRK StiCKs**
- Small drill that is used to bore out hookbaits
- Ideal for baits such as boilies and tiger nuts
- Ergonomic handle on drill for easy use
- Supplied with 5 cork sticks (6mm) for inserting into baits to give them increased buoyancy
- 6mm Cork Sticks also available to purchase separately

**BaTDrill & CoRK StiCKs**
- Small drill that is used to bore out hookbaits
- Ideal for baits such as boilies and tiger nuts
- Ergonomic handle on drill for easy use
- Supplied with 5 cork sticks (6mm) for inserting into baits to give them increased buoyancy
- 6mm Cork Sticks also available to purchase separately
ZIG ALIGNA™ BENEFITS

- Better hookholds and anti-eject properties - Creates a much wider gape than a standard knotless knot or Zig Bug style hook (no fluff or foam impeding hook point penetration), for much better hooking potential.
- Better hooking potential - The Aligna allows your hookbait to sit centralised at all times, a downside with a knotless knot on light mono is that the Hair naturally wants to sit off to one side, which can lead to poor hook holds.
- Stronger more reliable knots can be used - Allows you to attach your hook to your hooklink with a Palomar or Grinner Knot rather than a Knotless Knot, which are much stronger and also prevents the eye of your hook from rubbing on and weakening the hooklink when playing a fish.
- Far greater value for money - Should your hookpoint turn over you can simply slide the Aligna up your hooklink and attach a new hook – with Zig Bug style hookbaits once the point has gone they have to be thrown away, which can get very expensive.

- Very versatile – You can mix and match the colours of foam and Zig Aligna to create a whole host of hookbait colour options until you find the combo that works the best on any given day.
- Very quick and easy – Changing of your hookbait is very quick to do and swapping hookbaits is also very fast thanks to the unique loading tool.
- Imitate shape of emerging larvae – Most Zig Bug style hookbaits imitate creatures that live out of the water, which is a pretty pointless imitation as they are not natural! The shape of the Zig Aligna combined with a foam insert very much replicates the shape of a nymph with a thin curved body and a big head.
- Hi-Vis colour options – The red, pink, white and yellow options allow you to create hi-viz hookbaits when single hookbait fishing or spodding a slop over the top.

ZIG ALIGNA™ KIT
RED, YELLOW & BLACK

- 3 lengths of Zig Aligna HD Foam – 1 x red, 1 x yellow and 1 x black
- 6 Zig Aligna Sleeves – 2 x red, 2 x yellow and 2 x black
- 1 x Loading Tool

ZIG ALIGNA™ KIT
PINK, ORANGE & YELLOW

- 3 lengths of Zig Aligna HD Foam – 1 x Fluoro Pink, 1 x Fluoro Yellow and 1 x Fluoro Orange
- 6 Zig Aligna Sleeves – 2 x Fluoro Pink, 2 x Fluoro Yellow and 2 x Fluoro Orange
- 1 x Loading Tool

ZIG ALIGNA™ HD FOAM

- Available in Red, Yellow, Black, Fluoro Pink, Fluoro Yellow and Fluoro Orange
- 3 lengths of foam per packet
- Ultra buoyant

ZIG ALIGNA™ SLEEVES

- Available in Red, Yellow, Black, Fluoro Pink, Fluoro Yellow and Fluoro Orange
- 8 Zig Aligna Sleeves per packet

EDGES
ZIG ALIGNA™ LOADING TOOLS

- Designed for loading foam into loop on back of Zig Aligna
- Hi-vis orange colour
- Two per packet
CAMOTEX® LEADS

IMPACT INLINE
- Rig exits the lead from the centre to ensure the fish comes into contact with the full weight of the lead upon straightening the hooklink
- Unique design helps to set the hook and convert more pick ups
- Perfect for short-medium range plus solid PVA bag fishing
- Available in three sizes – 3oz/85g, 4oz/113g and 5oz/142g
- Can also be fished inline drop off style in conjunction with Edges Drop Off Inline Kit

FLAT PEAR SWIVEL
- Low profile
- Large eye swivel
- Camouflage, anti-glare finish
- Perfect for short/medium range

INLINE FLAT PEAR
- Features groove on outside for use with inline drop off rigs
- Low profile
- Camouflage, anti-glare finish
- Perfect for short-medium range or long range when fished inside solid PVA bag
- Inline leads feature hard, plastic inserts for use with size 7 swivels

SQUARE SWIVEL
- Perfect for fishing on slopes
- Offer great resistance when fish picks up rig
- Large eye swivel
- Camouflage, anti-glare finish
- Perfect for short-medium range

SQUARE INLINE
- Features groove on outside for use with inline drop off rigs
- Offers great resistance when fish picks up rig
- Solid plastic insert
- Camouflage, anti-glare finish
- Perfect for short-medium range or long range when fished inside solid PVA bag

DISTANCE SWIVEL
- Perfect for casting long distances
- Aerodynamic profile
- Large eye swivel
- Camouflage, anti-glare finish

UK Headquarters
1 Myrtle Road, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 SEG

European Distribution Centre
Transportzone Meer, Riyadhstraat 39, 2321 Meer, Belgium
Makes All Other Hooks Look Pointless

Ultra sharp points ► Super-strong lightweight XC30 Vanadium forged steel construction ► Non-reflective coating ► Micro Barbed and Barbless

TURN TO PAGES 30-32 TO SEE THE FULL RANGE IN DETAIL